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Trucost Climate Analytics and
Environmental Data now
Integrated into the S&P Global
Market Intelligence Platform
Users can now enhance their sustainability analysis and workflow with access to climate and
environmental datasets covering over 15,000 companies

LONDON and NEW YORK, Sept. 21, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- S&P Global Market Intelligence announced today that
Trucost, which includes carbon and environmental data from over 15,000 companies, is now available on the
Market Intelligence Platform. Market participants are now able to incorporate climate and environmental
analysis with existing financials, market, and asset level data for a holistic analysis in their business decisions.

The integration of Trucost data will offer market participants, such as corporates, asset managers and pension
funds, portfolio analytics capability on the desktop, enabling them to analyze and identify environmental and
climate- related risk and opportunities across their portfolio. This new desktop solution will further enable
scalable analysis across multiple, diversified portfolios.

Richard Mattison, CEO of Trucost, part of S&P Global,  said, "There is demand from financial institutions
and companies to integrate climate and environmental considerations into financial decision-making. For the
first time, clients can now access Trucost data and analytics alongside the full capabilities of the S&P Global
Market Intelligence platform."

Sonia Kim, Managing Director at Trucost, S&P Global, commented, "In a post-COVID environment, we
expect heightened interest in incorporating ESG criteria to better understand the long-term risks and
opportunities of a company. Trucost data on the Market Intelligence platform provides customers with unique
climate and environmental analytics that can be integrated into their workflow and decision-making process. 
Powerful tools like screening and portfolio analytics enable users to cross-analyze and measure ESG factors
alongside the traditional financials as well as our industry, sector-level, and market data."

Trucost's environmental and climate data represents 99% of the global market capitalization, and includes
greenhouse emissions (scopes 1, 2 and 3), water, waste, pollution and natural resources data. The user- friendly
interface of Market Intelligence platform also provides latest ESG News and Research, Sector Profiles, Portfolio
Analytics and Company Briefings.

Trucost data is also available to Market Intelligence customers via Xpressfeed.

Trucost data on the Market Intelligence platform is the latest enhancement to S&P Global Market Intelligence's
ESG and climate analytics offerings, which include Trucost's Climate Change Physical Risk analytics, Climate Credit
Analytics and S&P Global ESG Scores.

Recent Market Intelligence research and new pieces citing Trucost data:  

Stepping up to a sustainable future post Covid 19
Energy companies provide more robust climate disclosures than other sectors
Beyond Meat trails animal meat peers on reporting environmental effects
Amazon's emissions increase 15% in 2019 amid efforts to reduce carbon footprint
Facebook, Apple ramp up environmental reporting amid calls for transparency

To learn more about Trucost data, please visit: www.trucost.com

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
At S&P Global Market Intelligence, we understand the importance of accurate, deep and insightful information.
We integrate financial and industry data, research and news into tools that help track performance, generate
alpha, identify investment ideas, perform valuations and assess credit risk. Investment professionals,
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government agencies, corporations and universities around the world use this essential intelligence to make
business and financial decisions with conviction.

S&P Global Market Intelligence is a division of S&P Global (NYSE: SPGI), the world's foremost provider of credit
ratings, benchmarks and analytics in the global capital and commodity markets, offering ESG solutions, deep
data and insights on critical business factors. S&P Global has been providing essential intelligence that unlocks
opportunity, fosters growth and accelerates progress for more than 160 years. For more information, visit
www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence.

Trucost, a part of S&P Global

Trucost is part of the S&P Global family, operated by S&P Market Intelligence. Trucost assesses and prices risks
relating to climate change, natural resource constraints and broader ESG factors. Companies and financial
institutions use Trucost intelligence to understand exposure to ESG factors, inform resilience and identify the
transformative solutions of tomorrow. Trucost data also underpins ESG indices, including the S&P 500 Carbon
Efficient Index® and -S&P/IFIC Carbon Efficient Index®. For more information, visit www.trucost.com
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